PREPARATION

Apply NuCedar products over a properly installed weather resistant barrier (ex. House Wrap) and ensure all wall openings and penetrations are properly flashed in accordance with local building codes and window/door manufacturer’s flashing recommendations. The NuCedar cladding system is not a water-tight barrier. It is designed to reduce the amount of water that reaches the underlying weather resistant barrier. All forms of NuCedar Vertical Siding must be installed over a continuous, flat surface capable of supporting the use of screws that will restrict temperature related expansion and contraction of the siding (Ex. OSB or Plywood). NuCedar Vertical Siding cannot be installed over open framing or furring strips.

FASTENING

- A scarf joint is best for joints, or you can Z-Flash with color matched coil stock
- All required fasteners are included with your siding order
- Regardless of board length, make sure to use an extra screw in the center as shown below

Along the length: Fasteners no farther apart than 16"

Exactly 2" from the end of the board

Use additional fasteners in center as shown
CORNER INSTALLATION OPTIONS

HORIZONTAL APPLICATION

J Corner: Siding slides under corner
Keep 1/16” gap between corner and siding

Standard Corner: Siding butts to edges
Keep 1/16” gap between corner and siding

Mitered Corner: Cut at 45 degrees
Screws exactly 2” from the end of the board

Stacked Corner: Overlap corner of wall by 5/8”, butt in piece from adjoining wall

Use Fill & Flex, Fast Cure, or consult a Representative for other options

VERTICAL APPLICATION

No gap needed for vertical application

ALL TOUCH UP PAINT MUST BE SHAKEN VIGOROUSLY TO ENSURE COLOR MATCHES. Apply touch-up paint on all cuts, planed edges and small damaged areas. NuCedar can be touched up with a high-grade exterior latex paint. NuCedar recommends PPG MANOR HALL® Exterior 100% Acrylic Latex Paint. In the future, if you would like to repaint the product, it is possible to do; however, you will void your warranty going forward. For re-painting, use a high-grade exterior latex paint, such as PPG Manor Hall (Exterior, Satin Finish). Make sure that your paint color has a Light Reflective Value (LRV) of 55 units or greater. Prior to touching up or repainting, make sure that the surface area is properly cleaned and prepared according to manufacturer’s specifications.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

NuCedar products can be safely cleaned using a mixture of water and mild detergent or a mild household cleaner. Remove mold/mildew using a mild commercial mold/mildew remover. NuCedar can be lightly sprayed or cleaned with a house brush (high pressure power-washers could destroy the Rough Sawn texture) to remove dust and debris. Refer to manufacturer’s instructions.

INSTALLATION MUST FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS MANUAL TO MAINTAIN PRODUCT WARRANTY

In order to secure your warranty, please visit our website to register your product: gardenstatelumber.com/NuCedar/technical/warranty/ For additional copies and revisions, go to gardenstatelumber.com/NuCedar.